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Few studies have assessed the construct validity of measures of neighborhood food environment, which remains a major challenge in accurately assessing food access. In this study, we adapted a psychometric tool to examine the construct validity of 4 such measures for 3 constructs. We used 4 food-environment measures to collect objective data from 422 Ontario, Canada, food stores in 2010. Residents’ perceptions of their neighborhood food environment were collected from 2,397 households between 2009 and 2010. Objective and perceptual data were aggregated within buffer zones around respondents’ homes (at 250 m, 500 m, 1,000 m, and 1,500 m). We constructed multitrait-multimethod matrices for each scale to examine construct validity for the constructs of food availability, food quality, and food affordability. Convergent validity between objective measures decreased with increasing geographic scale. Convergent validity between objective and subjective measures increased with increasing geographic scale. High discriminant validity coefficients existed between food availability and food quality, indicating that these two constructs may not be distinct in this setting. We conclude that the construct validity of food environment measures varies over geographic scales, which has implications for research, policy, and practice.
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Recognition of environmental determinants of food-related behavior has gained momentum over the past 20 years (1). Relative to individual-level measures like diet records, environmental assessments such as neighborhood availability of fruits and vegetables might have potential for less bias and higher cost-effectiveness (2) and may also have a sustained impact on health outcomes in comparison with programmatic strategies.

Neighborhood food environments consist of several constructs: food access, food availability, food quality, and food affordability (3). The extant research has examined associations between at least 1 construct and at least 1 health outcome, or associations with area-level disadvantage (e.g., food desert research) (4, 5). The concept of geographic food access refers to local availability of food outlets and is often used as a proxy for the underlying construct of food availability—the kinds of foods that are available where people shop. Food quality (the quality of available foods) and affordability (aggregated food costs in a given area) have also been studied (6). With geographic measures of food access, researchers categorize food outlets as “healthy” (e.g., grocery stores) or “unhealthy” (e.g., convenience stores) based on the differential distribution of nutritious foods at different outlets (7). The mere presence of a given type of food outlet (the food access measure) does not fully capture people’s access to food, since other individual and store-level factors (e.g., income, mobility, aesthetics, safety, and service) also contribute to people’s use of food outlets (8). Despite this, food environments are an important public-health setting given their role in driving obesity rates (9).
Over 500 food-environment assessment methods exist (10), and few studies have compared different measures (11–15). Researchers should explicitly employ hypothesized causal models to link environmental features with diet-related diseases, and measures should accurately reflect the environmental constructs (16). The field of food-environment assessment is characterized by inconsistent operational definitions (17–19) and inconsistent geographic scales on which environmental exposures are hypothesized to operate (17). Equivocal findings may hamper attempts to implement programs and policies (e.g., zoning restrictions).

The measurement imperative

In 2009, only 13.1% of existing food-environment measures had been tested for any psychometric properties (20), and recent reviews recommended that assessment tools be psychometrically evaluated (4, 18, 21–24). Psychometric evaluation addresses overarching theories and techniques of measurement and is generally conducted at an individual level (16). Construct validity, an important consideration in psychometrics, is comprised of 2 main components: operational definitions (how are constructs measured?) and syntactical definitions (how are constructs related to one another within a theoretical system?) (25). In terms of operational definitions, specific questions relate to: the reliability of measures (e.g., test-retest reliability, interrater reliability, and internal consistency); convergent validity (measures assessing the same construct should be highly correlated); and discriminant validity (measures assessing theoretically unrelated constructs should not be highly correlated) (26). Ecological assessment methods have lagged behind psychometric approaches to measurement (27), although several studies have examined construct validity by comparing food-environment measures within the same population (11–15, 28). Results generally indicate that there are modest associations between objective and perceptual measures of food environment and that there is an inconsistent ability to detect associations with outcomes of interest (11, 13, 15, 28).

Only 2 studies used more than 1 objectively defined measure in their analyses (11, 28). Thus, the question of whether different objective measures of food-environment variables are truly measuring the constructs they purport to measure remains. Because measures differ in terms of resources needed to implement them, there is a need among both researchers and practitioners to know how closely a food environment characterized by means of one method corresponds to its characterization by another method. Examining several methods simultaneously will clarify how closely different methods are related to each other, particularly given that measures purportedly assessing underlying constructs of “healthy food availability” or “healthy food quality” are so diverse.

A multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrix is a psychometric approach assessing the operational component of construct validity. MTMM matrices assess “the adequacy of tests as measures of a construct, rather than the adequacy of a construct as determined by the confirmation of theoretically predicted associations with measures of other constructs” (26, p. 100). In this procedure, a set of c constructs is measured by means of m methods (26). The resulting MTMM correlation matrix represents cm measures. Construct validity is demonstrated through high reliability, high convergent validity between measures purportedly assessing the same constructs, and low discriminant validity between measures assessing different constructs.

Objectives

The objectives of the present study were to 1) use MTMM matrices to systematically examine the operational component of the construct validity of 4 different food-environment measures purportedly assessing 3 different constructs: food availability, food affordability, and food quality, and 2) examine how geographic scale influences construct validity. Each of the tools described in this article has been explained in the academic literature and attempts to capture the concept of “food availability,” “food affordability,” and/or “food quality”; we selected 4 popular measures to reflect variation in implementation costs. Therefore, we examined convergent and discriminant validity among published tools that purportedly measure different aspects of these underlying constructs.

METHODS

Sampling

This study was undertaken in collaboration with the Neighborhood Environments in Waterloo Region: Patterns of Transportation and Health (NEWPATH) Study in Ontario, Canada, which examined the relationship between urban built environments and various health outcomes. The sample was stratified by neighborhood walkability, household income, and household size, with allocation to achieve high statistical power to detect hypothesized effects of walkability. Within each level of walkability, we used proportional allocation to recruit a stratified random sample of households that were representative of the study area in terms of income and household size according to 2006 census data. Response rates conditional on initial agreement varied between 56% and 64% over 6 phases of data collection. The units of analysis were households; respondents were representatives of those households (the male or female household head). Household and individual-level survey weights were calibrated to ensure that households were geographically representative of their city and walkability level. Participating households completed a paper questionnaire that included perceptions of food environment (see Table 1).

The home addresses of NEWPATH participants with complete survey data in 3 urban centers (Kitchener, Cambridge, and Waterloo) in the Region of Waterloo (n = 2,397) were geocoded and represent the centroids from which buffer zones were established. Because of the lack of consensus around which geographic scale is most appropriate for examining food environments, ArcGIS software (Esri, Redlands, California) was used to establish 250-m, 500-m, 1,000-m, and 1,500-m Euclidean distance buffer zones around respondents’ homes. Preliminary analyses revealed that 82% of the sample lived within 1,500 m of the nearest supermarket (mean distance = 1,022 m); buffer zones for objective food-environment assessment data were created to be consistent.
with perceptual data (Table 1). Previous research using buffer zones has tested different geographic scales, and significant findings have been reported at some scales but not others; therefore, all 4 buffer zone sizes were examined (29, 30). Moreover, we employed concentric, ego-centered buffers to maximize convergence with the perceived measures (Table 1). Data presented here represent correlations between constructs within each buffer zone, rather than between buffer zones. Given that each buffer zone contained data from the smaller buffer zones nested within it, the point of the analysis was to determine the scale at which geographic measures showed the highest convergent and discriminant validity and reliability.

The NEWPATH Study received ethics clearance from the University of Waterloo’s Office of Research Ethics and the University of British Columbia’s Behavioral Research Ethics Board.

Table 1. Characteristics of Food-Environment Measures Included in an Evaluation of the Construct Validity of Food-Environment Measures, Region of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Type of Food Outlet Assessed</th>
<th>Food Construct(s) Addressed</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Psychometric Tests Conducted Previously</th>
<th>First Author, Year (Reference No.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shelf-space measures</td>
<td>Stores</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Cumulative linear shelf space of fruits and vegetables (fresh, frozen, and canned varieties).</td>
<td>Interrater reliability; face and construct validity</td>
<td>Spence, 2009 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S checklist</td>
<td>Stores</td>
<td>Availability Affordability</td>
<td>Objective audits of food stores, including fruits and vegetables (fresh, frozen, and canned varieties), grain products (breads and cereals), milk products, meat products (ground beef, hot dogs), frozen dinners, and other foods (including soda, chips, and baked goods).</td>
<td>Interrater and test-retest reliability; face and construct validity</td>
<td>Glanz, 2007 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Food Environment Index</td>
<td>Stores and restaurants</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Geographic analysis of ratio of the number of fast-food outlets and convenience stores to the number of grocery stores and specialty stores.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Rose, 2009 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food-environment perceptions</td>
<td>Stores and restaurants</td>
<td>Availability Affordability</td>
<td>Perceptions of the food environment were assessed using agreement with the following statements on a 4-point Likert scale.</td>
<td>Inter-item and test-retest reliability</td>
<td>Moore, 2008 (13); Mujahid, 2007 (27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessment of food environment

We applied 4 food-environment assessment methods in the Waterloo region: 3 objective measures (a Canadian adaptation of the Nutrition Environment Measures Survey in Stores (NEMS-S) (6; Susan Buhler, Alberta Health Services (Edmonton, Alberta, Canada), personal communication, 2010), a measure of shelf space (31), and the Retail Food Environment Index (RFEI) (29)) and 1 subjective measure (NEWPATH participants’ perceptions) (Table 1). Two objective methods (shelf space and NEMS-S) were used to assess 1 of each chain convenience store, pharmacy, and supermarket in the 3 cities (since chains strive to be identical in terms of advertising, promotions, price, and available foods) and each grocery store and independently owned convenience store, pharmacy, and specialty store in the 3 cities. Because grocery stores in the Waterloo region differ in size (and may offer different products), all grocery stores were assessed. Names and locations of food outlets were identified using the Region of Waterloo’s public health inspection database, which includes geocoded data for each food outlet in the region inspected by public health inspectors, and by systematic direct observation to ensure maximum coverage (32). Outlets identified in the public health inspection database were coded using North American Industry Classification System codes (33) for the RFEI calculation (Table 1). Objective data were collected between May and August of 2010; NEWPATH data were collected from 2009 to 2010.

Training of raters

Six observers with at least 2 years of university education collected food-environment data. The first author (L.M.M.) trained raters to use the NEMS-S (34) and shelf-space measures (30, 31). Training included classroom sessions and fieldwork, with feedback on results. It took approximately 1 week for raters to consistently achieve correct answers on all of the food-environment measures. During debriefing sessions, consensus on appropriate data was reached. Decision rules were added to protocol handbooks, which were taken to each outlet assessment. Additionally, throughout data collection, different raters periodically assessed the same outlet to provide immediate feedback and limit the occurrence of drift in observations. The first author participated in all data collection.

Statistical analyses

Two sets of MTMM matrices were constructed for each of the 4 buffer zone sizes (250 m, 500 m, 1,000 m, and 1,500 m). One set of matrices included all of the data needed to assess construct validity in buffer zones where food outlets may or may not have been present. The second set included only buffer zones where food outlets existed, to answer the question, “In buffer zones containing food outlets, what is the convergent and discriminant validity between and reliability within measures?” Buffer zone databases contained all method-construct variables (e.g., NEMS-S food availability, shelf-space food availability).

As mentioned above, the operational component of construct validity is concerned with the measures’ reliability in addition to convergent and discriminant validity. In the current study, reliability tests differed for each tool employed. For perceptions, internal consistency was calculated using Cronbach’s α, since residents completed only 1 survey. Because of resource constraints, only 1 NEMS-S survey was completed in each store; therefore, Cronbach’s α was used to calculate the internal consistency of the NEMS-S survey. Two raters collected shelf-space data in each store; thus, inter-rater reliability was calculated. Although the RFEI was originally developed to assess geographic food access, this study included RFEI scores as an availability variable, because availability is thought to be the underlying mechanism by which access affects outcomes. Moreover, the RFEI represents the least resource-intensive method employed here, and, importantly, a modified version of the RFEI is being used by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to produce census-tract-level state maps of food environments (35). The RFEI measure did not lend itself to the calculation of reliability coefficients because it is a 1-item measure, does not change over a short period of time, and is rated by only 1 rater. Spearman correlations were calculated rather than Pearson correlations because metrics were different for each assessment tool. Correlations were calculated using SPSS Statistics 19 (IBM, Armonk, New York).

The NEMS-S has been classified as a “proxy gold standard” (11) and has been used in many published food-environment research papers (28, 36–40). To further assess the validity of the other food-environment measures as compared with the NEMS-S, we plotted a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (11). The ROC curve (using 1,000-m buffer-zone data) was created by estimating sensitivity and specificity for the measures using threshold values based on distributional deciles.

RESULTS

Databases contained data from 422 food stores, representing all food stores that were open for business in the 3 Waterloo cities at the time of data collection. Assessments were carried out on 47 grocery stores, 47 specialty stores (including ethnic stores, representing 51 unique locations), 9 pharmacies (representing 22 unique locations), 3 superstores (representing 13 unique locations), and 169 convenience stores (representing 289 unique locations). Using the Waterloo public health inspection database to identify food outlets, we found that 11% of grocery stores and 16% of convenience stores either were not relevant to the NEMS-S or shelf-space measures (i.e., they did not sell items rated by either tool) or were not located at the address given (see Table 2). In total, we carried out assessments on 68% of stores that were at the location listed and were open during business hours; the highest refusal rate was among convenience stores (39% of convenience stores refused to allow raters to complete assessments). A probability-based technique was used to randomly assign NEMS-S and shelf-space scores from the observed stores to missing data from similar types of stores (n = 131; 31% of store locations), consistent with previous food-environment research (30). Preliminary results revealed that
refusals were not geographically clustered; therefore, while the imputation of missing data may have decreased the accuracy of the data, it is not expected to have created a substantial bias given that measures were aggregated geographically. Reasons for missing data included the food outlet’s being closed for renovations or owner or manager refusal.

Each tool had generally good reliability, with the exception of internal consistency for NEMS-S items measuring food affordability ($\alpha = -0.173$) (see Table 3). Internal consistency for NEMS-S food availability and food quality was good and excellent ($\alpha = 0.861$ and $\alpha = 0.925$), respectively. Inter-rater reliability for the shelf-space method ranged from good (intraclass correlation coefficient $\rho = 0.858$ for canned fruit) to excellent (ICC = 0.996 for fresh vegetables), with excellent mean reliability (ICC = 0.940) across the 11 items assessed. Internal consistency for perceptual items was acceptable to good ($\alpha = 0.746$ for availability, $\alpha = 0.833$ for quality, and $\alpha = 0.772$ for affordability). Table 3 shows an MTMM matrix using 1,000-m buffer-zone data. In this matrix, which restricts data to buffer zones that contain at least 1 food store, convergent validity coefficients were lower, indicating that measures were better at discriminating whether food stores existed in that zone than at exhibiting good convergent validity in zones where food stores existed. Results from MTMM matrices restricted to buffer zones in which food stores existed were similar using 250-m, 500-m, and 1,500-m data.

Convergent and discriminant validity between objective measures generally decreased with increasing geographic size, whereas correlations between objective and perceived measures increased or remained stable with increasing geographic size (see Table 4). For both sets of matrices, there were high discriminant validity coefficients between food availability and food quality for the NEMS-S (at 250 m, $\rho = 0.785$ for the first set and $\rho = 0.577$ for the second set) and perceived measures ($\rho = 0.830$). Conversely, there were low discriminant validity coefficients between food affordability and the other constructs. Convergent validity coefficients between objective and perceived measures were very low in both sets of matrices.

In the ROC curve (see Figure 1), the area under the curve (AUC) represents the probability that a higher score for shelf space, RFEI, or perceived availability for a randomly chosen high NEMS-S availability score will exceed the result for a randomly chosen negative case. The AUC was highest for shelf space ($AUC = 0.666$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that shelf space was the most accurate predictor of “good food availability” as characterized by the NEMS-S, despite its being “fair” by conventional interpretations.

**DISCUSSION**

This study focused on the operational definition component of construct validation of food-environment measures (25). Each measure was reliable, which is consistent with previous reports for the NEMS-S (6) (excepting affordability), shelf space (31), and residents’ perceptions (13, 27). However, the second set of matrices showed low convergent validity coefficients at all geographic scales for the multimeter assessment of the availability construct. These results suggest a method effect: The construct measured by these instruments varies substantially by method.

Measures used here were selected to represent the state of the evidence and to vary in terms of resource-intensiveness. All of the measures attempt to define the potentially nebulous concepts associated with a “healthy food environment.” Therefore, MTMM matrices were appropriate evaluation tools. Low convergent validity between the RFEI and NEMS-S food availability or shelf space was not surprising, given that the RFEI includes both fast-food outlets and stores, while the NEMS-S and shelf-space measures address only stores. Relatively low convergent validity between shelf space and the NEMS-S might be due to the fact that shelf space did not measure all of the foods assessed by the NEMS-S, which additionally examines low-fat and whole-grain products. Every method used in the current study has shown some correlation with weight status (29, 30, 37, 41) or diet quality (11, 13, 42), despite low convergent validity. Low convergent validity might indicate different pathways through which the actual constructs measured are associated with outcomes. Measures may be tapping into constructs that exhibit different (perhaps even contradictory) effects on...
outcomes or may be tapping into different mechanisms by which outcomes occur.

High discriminant validity between food availability and food quality indicates that these may not have been distinct constructs in this study setting: In this setting, available foods were of high quality. In other contexts, where low-income and/or minority residents are concentrated and poor food quality has been identified (43), assessment of food quality may be an important feature of overall food-environment quality has been identified (43), assessment of food quality may be an important feature of overall food-environment quality has been identified (43), assessment of food quality may be an important feature of overall food-environment quality has been identified (43), assessment of food quality may be an important feature of overall food-environment quality has been identified (43), assessment of food quality may be an important feature of overall food-environment quality has been identified (43), assessment of food quality may be an important feature of overall food-environment quality.

Conversely, low discriminant validity coefficients between food affordability and other measures would argue for the inclusion of affordability measures in food-environment research, since the low discriminant validity coefficients indicate that current affordability measures assess a different construct than food availability or food quality. That said, although perceived affordability showed adequate reliability, the NEMS-S affordability component showed poor internal consistency. Improving affordability measures may be an important direction for future research. One potential avenue of exploration is the cost of nutritious food baskets, which have been identified as a meaningful way to capture affordability. Nutritious food baskets represent the quantity and purchase units of a set of foods that constitute a nutritious diet for persons in various age and gender groups. Comparing the cost of a healthy diet (using nutritious food baskets) with governmental social assistance payments contextualizes the cost of a healthy diet in a given geographic area (46, 47).

The second objective of the current study was to examine how geographic scale influences validity coefficients. In general, the convergent validity of objective measures decreased with increasing geographic scale. If two variables are approximately bivariate-normal and are positively associated because they measure the same construct, the typical pattern would be a decrease in correlations as buffer zone size increases, because with larger buffer zones, observations increasingly violate independence assumptions (i.e., more overlap between buffer zones). Here, correlations between perceived and objective measures seemed to increase with increasing geographic scale. This finding may reflect the wording of the survey question: “Please think of your neighborhood as only the area within about a 10- to 15-minute walk (1–1.5 km) from your home”; this potentially indicates that residents may be able to conceptualize a 1-km buffer zone around their homes.

Regarding the ROC analyses, the statistically significant AUCs for shelf space and perceptions indicate that these two measures predict availability, as per the NEMS-S, significantly better than chance. The AUC is a useful 1-statistic summary of the accuracy of the test as a predictor of the gold-standard test, which is helpful, given the 3 different methods that were compared with the NEMS-S. In another ROC curve analysis of perceived availability versus NEMS-S availability, Moore et al. (11) reported that the AUC for perceived availability was 0.658, slightly higher than that in the current study (AUC = 0.580).

Assessment of the measurement properties of environmental characteristics is less developed than is psychometrics.
Lytle defined construct validity as “the extent to which the measure ‘behaves’ in a way consistent with theoretical hypotheses” (16, p. S136), which reflects a syntactic definition. In focusing on operationally defining food-environment assessment methods, this paper grounds future work in syntactically defining constructs by first describing the convergent and discriminant validity of different method-construct combinations.

This study faced several limitations. First, our use of buffer zones around households as the geographic unit meant that independence assumptions were most likely violated, since neighboring, ego-centered buffers may have overlapped. Second, the study could have been strengthened by including an absolute measure of food affordability (e.g., nutritious food baskets). Third, low convergent validity between the NEMS-S and perceptions of affordability may have been due to the low reliability of NEMS-S affordability. The NEMS-S has been applied in many settings (28, 36–39, 48, 49); therefore, this study informs the future use of this important tool. Third, the use of Euclidean rather than network distance buffer zones may have been a limitation; however, when respondents report on food-environment features within 1–1.5 km of their homes, it is unlikely that they reflect on precise network distances. Additionally, data were

### Table 4. Convergent and Discriminant Validity Coefficients for an Evaluation of the Construct Validity of Food-Environment Measures, Region of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 2009–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method-Trait Variables</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250-m Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food availability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S and shelf space</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S and RFEI</td>
<td>0.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S and perceptions</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf space and RFEI</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf space and perceptions</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFEI and perceptions</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S and perceptions</td>
<td>−0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S and perceptions</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S (quality) and NEMS-S (availability)</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S (quality) and NEMS-S (affordability)</td>
<td>−0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS-S (availability) and NEMS-S (affordability)</td>
<td>−0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf space and NEMS-S (quality)</td>
<td>0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf space and NEMS-S (affordability)</td>
<td>−0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFEI and NEMS-S (quality)</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFEI and NEMS-S (affordability)</td>
<td>−0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (availability) and NEMS-S (quality)</td>
<td>−0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (availability) and NEMS-S (affordability)</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (availability) and perceptions (quality)</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (availability) and perceptions (affordability)</td>
<td>−0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (quality) and NEMS-S (availability)</td>
<td>−0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (quality) and NEMS-S (affordability)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (quality) and shelf space</td>
<td>−0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (quality) and RFEI</td>
<td>−0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (quality) and perceptions (affordability)</td>
<td>−0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (affordability) and NEMS-S (quality)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (affordability) and NEMS-S (availability)</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (affordability) and shelf space</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions (affordability) and RFEI</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** NEMS-S, Neighborhood Environment Measures Survey in Stores; RFEI, Retail Food Environment Index.

* Data were restricted to buffer zones where at least 1 food outlet existed (Spearman correlation coefficients).
collected from 3 midsized urban municipalities in southern Ontario, Canada, with a median family income that was Can$7,000 higher than the national average in 2010 (50); results may not be generalizable to other contexts. Similarly, although households were recruited to be representative in terms of household income and household size to the extent possible, as with most complex surveys, respondents tended to be better educated than nonrespondents. In this analysis, however, the same education bias applied across all geographic areas and thus would not have influenced the correlations described here. Finally, we sampled only 1 chain convenience store, 1 chain pharmacy, and 1 chain superstore because of resource constraints; in future research, investigators could examine the extent to which food-environment constructs vary within chain stores in different areas. Future researchers should carefully consider which food-environment assessment methods and geographic scales are most appropriate.

The current study does not support the argument that environmental assessments include less bias than individual data (2); instead, the evidence indicates that the selection of food-environment method may indeed influence how food environments are characterized. While popular methods may adequately distinguish between the presence and absence of food outlets, they show less agreement in areas where food stores exist. Finally, in terms of relevance for policy-makers, this study shows that food-environment assessment methods are not interchangeable. In the context of restricted resources in local public health departments, if measures were highly correlated, a recommendation could be made to use the least expensive method, since the measures assess the same construct. On the basis of these findings, this recommendation does not hold. Future work examining syntactic definitions will help to elucidate whether less expensive measures predict outcomes as well as (or better than) more comprehensive measures (51).
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